Life In Hawaii – My style PEN PAL

Texting; another favorite past time of mine!!!

IDK– I don’t know
TTYL– Talk to you later
LOL– Laugh out loud
IDC– I don’t care
I8er– Later
BRB– Be right back
W/e– What ever
TTFN– Ta ta for now
BF4N– Best friends for never
?ru– How are you?
Cereal– Serious

Basketball, my fav. sport.
Go LA Lakers!!!

Hanging with friends!!!
Meisha, Me, Kehau and Malalo

The Beach: With the warm sun, soft
sand and some sweet waves!!!!

Me enjoying my Christmas, and all
the presents.

Me, and my friends Heidi and
Merissa. Dressed as a Black-
eyed pea, a pirate and a fairy.

The State Capital, where it is
almost always sunny.

ME!!! Ashley Kealani Hope Ryu Laybon
My pen-pal assignment shows many things about me. It shows how I am a colorful person, exemplified with the bright reds, greens and yellows. It also shows how I am simple and similar to others, shown by the blacks and dull blues and purples. My assignment is filled with more bright colors, showing that I am much more creative than simple. I placed various pictures into my assignment, showing my love for basketball, my enjoyment in the company of friends (text words and friend picture). There is also a picture of my Halloween costume and my Christmas, complete with presents, tree and smiles. Lastly, are pictures of the beach, which I frequently visit and a picture of the state Capital which is pretty much a second home, since my parents work there and is almost always sunny and beautiful. I made sure to emphasize the friendships that I have to show how I depend on my friends for much, and how they are like my second family and mean a lot to me.